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regards in santiago, april, 2015. ex-libris eam feb. 23, 2003. this item is also available as a book. september 2003.. the first illustrated european anatomy textbook, as a result of the innovations of johannes caspar cremonensis' anatomical theater. the 15th-century translation, known as stibii

anatomia, was printed with two woodcuts. subsequently, the 16th-century rediscovery and cataloging of the latin text led to a second printing, in 1574, with sixteen copperplate engravings. the third and most comprehensive edition, published in 1603, was prepared for the european academies
under the authorship of philippi andreae, professor of medicine at louvain university and a personal friend of jan swammerdam. this edition was published in several languages, including french, in which it was an influence on the writings of riolan, the mentor of descartes. the 1603 edition, with

forty woodcuts, is one of the most complete illustrations of seventeenth-century anatomy. this item also has the anatomical theater of caspar cremonensis (private domain). ex-libris eam full text available [000750] quevedo, gustavo; juan, mariela. aplicaciones farmacofarmacologicas de las
plantas. vol. 2; isbn: 978-9993-8105-2-3 santiago, chile: ediciones panorama, 2010. 608 pages. in this book, dr. gustavo quevedo, who is also a pharmacist, discusses the pharmacological properties of medicinal plants, and their usefulness to the health of the community. he also lists medicinal

plants and their uses in his country, and the ones most used. dr. quevedo is very knowledgeable on the subject. ex-libris eam 5ec8ef588b
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